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Rating poll

How confident did you feel about creating an
effective LinkedIn profile BEFORE the session?
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Score: 6.4
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Multiple-choice poll

Overall, how would you rate this Event? 0 1 9

Excellent
58 %

Very good
37 %

Good
5 %

Fair
0 %

Poor
0 %



Open text poll

What were the key messages / learning for you?
(1/3)

0 1 7

Tech as a field is continuously

evolving and it follows that tech

professionals need do the same,

leveraging on soft skills and

LinkedIn optimisation to engage

with potential employers, get

recommendations, and learn more

Hays has done a good job assuring

us of job availability

From the LinkedIn profile creation I

learned how to create an

outstanding profile while from the

Hays session I learned how I can

structure my CV better

The use of keywords, Selling

yourself in the best possible way

with confidence. Being optimistic,

everything is achievable.

How important it is to have a

complete LinkedIn profile. There are

many different careers relevant to

my Masters

Building skill sets and applying

through agencies

Engagement on Linkedin Add morec

Connection on LinkedIn 100%

Complete LinkedIn

Make your LinkedIn page look 💯

professional Engage on LinkedIn



Open text poll

What were the key messages / learning for you?
(2/3)

0 1 7

Start from somewhere, you most

likely won't start as a Manager

How to effectively build a linkedin

profile, and the benefits to working

with agencies.

Optimizing linked in (session 1).

Knowing that Hays will actively work

with us to put us out there (session

2)

How to present yourself properly

which is professional to the level

that you get highlighted infront of

recruiters and not cringe at the

same time.

Constantly update my LinkedIn

profile, network

on the platform and continuously

update myself through learning in

my field and personal development

Properly presenting my skills to

match job opening.

Create a LinkedIn profile that stands

out

Effective LinkedIn profile. Keep

upgrading your skill set. Use tools to

your advantage. Connect and PR is

good.

I learnt a lot about how recruitment

agencies work and how they're very

beneficial to use



Open text poll

What were the key messages / learning for you?
(3/3)

0 1 7

Hays wants to work together with

candidates long term

The amount of connections you

have is apparently relevant.



Open text poll

What actions are you going to take as a result of
this session?
(1/2)

0 1 5

One more, find time to do the vr job

simulation

Connect with Harry and Leon from

Hays Develop my Linked in profile

Improve my skills for entry level

focused jobs

1. Improve my LinkedIn profile 2.

Get in touch with Hays 3. Work

towards getting certified

Review my LinkedIn page Connect

with Harry and Leon on LinkedIn 🤭

Engage with professionals

Hoping to work with Hays (connect

with

them) Look to streamline linked in

profile

Work actively on my profile; it’s

terrible right now. Watch out for

Hays email!!!

Build my LinkedIn connections.

Enroll for certification courses.

Revised my CV.

Engage with the Hays team Revamp

my CV and LinkedIn profile,

Continue engagements on LinkedIn

And work on building a convincing

portfolio

Contact hays and start to think

about what I want to focus on



Open text poll

What actions are you going to take as a result of
this session?
(2/2)

0 1 5

Fine tune my profile Work on my CV

Work on projects

Connect with more people to

exceed the magic LinkedIn number.

Add a banner on LinkedIn. Get a job

through Hays, thanks!

Update my LinkedIn profile Connect

with Hays on LinkedIn

Improve LinkedIn profile Connect

with Hays Online certification

Work on my LinkedIn profile Make

connections Get recommendations

Connect with Hays

Conultant Update CV Update

Linkedin

I deleted my profile yesterday, will

mKe a new one now according to

today's learnings.



Rating poll

How confident did you feel about creating an
effective LinkedIn profile AFTER the session?

0 1 6

Score: 9.3
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Rating poll

How likely is it that you would recommend the
event to a friend or colleague?

0 1 4

Score: 9.2
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